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Abstract 
Previous research on the validity and adverse impact (AI) of predictor composite formation focused on the merits 
of regression‐based or ad hoc composites. We argue for a broader focus. Ad hoc chosen composites are usually 
not Pareto‐optimal, whereas the regression‐based composite represents only one element from the total set of 
Pareto‐optimal composites and can, therefore, provide only limited information on the potential for validity and 
AI reduction of forming predictor composites when both validity and AI are of concern. In that case, other Pareto‐
optimal composites may provide a better benchmark to decide on the merits of the predictor composite formation. 
We summarize a method to determine the set of Pareto‐optimal composites and apply the method to a 
representative collection of selection predictors. The application shows that the assessment of the AI and validity 
of predictor composite formation can differ substantially from the one arrived at when considering only 
regression‐based composites. 
 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper, Potosky, Bobko, and Roth (2005) present an updated, meta‐analytically derived matrix of the 
validity and effect size (i.e., the standardized average group difference) of four commonly administered selection 
predictors. The four predictors are cognitive ability (CA) and three non‐cognitive predictors: conscientiousness 
(CO), structured interview (SI) and biodata (BI). They subsequently use the updated estimates to study the fairly 
widespread belief that selection composites of CA and a non‐cognitive predictor will typically reduce adverse 
impact (AI) as compared with when CA is used alone. At the end of their investigation, they conclude that the 
strategy of adding a non‐cognitive measure to a CA test often results in only relatively modest decreases in AI 
(cf. Potosky et al. (2005) p. 311). 
Although this conclusion is based on probably the best available data on the validity and effect size of currently 
employed predictors, we show below that it requires some amendment when considering the full potential of 
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forming predictor composites which both increase the validity and reduce the AI of selection decisions. Our 
argument proceeds in two stages. First, we summarize a recently developed method for determining the AI and 
validity potential of composite predictors relative to the AI and validity of a single cognitive predictor. Second, 
we apply this method to the Potosky et al. (2005) data and obtain results that indicate a substantially better 
performance of the considered composites than the one suggested by Potosky et al. 
 
2. Determination of the validity and AI potential of predictor composites 
Research on the effects of forming composites of various predictors on validity and AI has typically focused on 
regression weighting, unit weighting, or various ad hoc weighting schemes (Sackett & Ellingson, 1997; Schmitt, 
Rogers, Chan, Sheppard, & Jennings, 1997). Regression weighting is commonly examined as it is the method that 
maximizes the performance of those selected, given the set of available predictors. Unit weighting is commonly 
examined due to the simplicity of the approach, the recognition that observed regression weights are subject to 
sampling error, and the finding that unit weights often perform surprisingly well relative to regression weights 
(Dana & Dawes, 2004; Bobko, Roth, & Buster, 2007). Ad hoc weighting schemes are commonly examined in 
pursuit of alternative weightings that fare better in terms of AI at a relatively small decrement in validity 
(e.g., Doverspike, Winter, Healy, & Barrett, 1996; Hattrup & Rock, 2002). Such strategies are exemplified by 
technical reports that typically present a trial and error examination of a series of alternative models, which use 
varying combinations of available predictors, weighted in differing ways. 
A recent paper by De Corte, Lievens, and Sackett (2007) offered a technical and formal solution to questions 
about how one might best balance productivity (i.e., high validity) and diversity (i.e., low AI) objectives. This 
paper presented the notion of Pareto‐optimal trade‐offs between the two outcomes. Given a set of predictors, there 
are an infinite number of possible weighting schemes that could be applied in forming predictor composites. A 
Pareto‐optimal trade‐off is a weighting scheme for which one outcome cannot be improved without harm to the 
other outcome. For example, there may be multiple weighting schemes, which would result in a given level of 
validity; of these schemes, the Pareto‐optimal one is the set of weights, which result in the highest adverse impact 
ratio (AIR). Similarly, there may be multiple weighting schemes, which would result in a given AIR; the Pareto‐
optimal one is the set of weights, which result in the highest level of validity. Therefore, Pareto‐optimal 
composites offer optimal trade‐offs between the AI and the validity objective, and the entire collection of these 
Pareto‐optimal trade‐offs is usually referred to as the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve or function (Keeney & 
Raiffa, 1993; Pareto, 1906). 
The definition of the set of Pareto‐optimal composites implies that the regression‐based composite is one 
particular element of the set. As regression‐based weights maximize the validity of the resulting composite, no 
other weighing of the predictors can outperform this composite in terms of the validity criterion. The minimal 
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impact composite, defined as the composite with the highest possible AIR value, is another example of the set. 
Under the common condition of all positive predictor effect sizes, the regression‐based and the minimum impact 
composite are the boundary points of the Pareto‐optimal set, with all the other Pareto‐optimal composites showing 
more balanced trade‐offs between validity and AI. More specifically, these intermediate composites are all 
characterized by a smaller validity than the regression‐based composite and they all show a smaller value for the 
AIR than the minimum impact composite. 
De Corte et al. (2007) provide details on the multi‐criteria optimization procedure used to identify the set of 
Pareto‐optimal composites, given a set of predictors with given validity, intercorrelations and subgroup 
differences, and specifying a selection ratio. They present the procedure as a decision tool to assist selection 
practitioners when planning future selection systems in situations where both AI and selection quality are of 
concern. There will be many instances where it is advantageous, or even necessary, to determine predictor 
weights in advance of obtaining predictor data from applicants. For example, in some settings organizations are 
required by statute or policy to reveal the weights given to the components of a selection system to applicants 
before testing. Investigating weighting schemes a priori may be legally more defensible than waiting until after 
predictor data have been gathered, an approach that also underlies several earlier proposals to address the 
expected impact of differential predictor weights on personnel selection outcomes (e.g., Doverspike et al., 1996). 
The multi‐criteria optimization procedure of De Corte et al. (2007) proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, two 
constrained non‐linear programming problems are solved to obtain the predictor weighing schemes that result in 
the maximum possible value for the selection quality objective (i.e., the composite validity) and the maximum 
possible value of the AI objective, respectively. These weighing schemes characterize two optimal trade‐off 
points, where the first optimal trade‐off (i.e., the trade‐off associated with the regression‐based composite) 
corresponds to the situation where only the validity objective is judged to be of importance, and the second 
optimal trade‐off (associated with the minimal impact composite) represents the situation where only the AI 
objective is of concern. These two validity/AI trade‐offs permit the determination of a payoff matrix that is 
subsequently used in the formulation of a series of non‐linear programs that are solved in the second stage of the 
method. These second stage non‐linear programs result in new optimal trade‐offs between composite validity and 
composite AI, each of which corresponds to a particular predictor‐weighing scheme and a particular valuation of 
the two selection objectives. Together with the earlier obtained trade‐offs, these new trade‐off points and their 
associated predictor weighing schemes (each of which characterizes a Pareto‐optimal composite) provide an 
evenly spaced, representative characterization of the entire set of such Pareto‐optimal composites. 
The results of the procedure can be expressed in tabular or graphical form. Figure 1illustrates the graphical 
outcome of the technique; it presents the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve for a composite of CA and a SI, based on 
values from Potosky et al. (2005) (cf. Table 1). The figure shows the optimal levels of AIR achievable at each 
level of validity, or, equivalently, the optimal level of validity achievable at each level of AIR. Table 2 shows the 
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tabular presentation as it further details a selected number of optimal trade‐offs. For each selected trade‐off (cf. 
the numbered trade‐off points on Figure 1), the table summarizes the validity and AI ratio value as well as the 
weighting (with weights scaled to have unit sum) of the predictors that characterize the corresponding optimal 
composite. 
 
Figure 1. Pareto‐optimal validity–adverse impact ratio trade‐off curve for a selection with selection rate of .10 
using a composite of cognitive ability and a structured interview, as based on values from Potosky et 
al. (2005) (cf. Table 1). 
Table 1. Predictor effect sizes, validities and intercorrelations 
 
Table 2. Selected Pareto‐optimal trade‐off composites of cognitive ability (CA) and structured interview (SI) 
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De Corte et al. (2007) present the approach as a method of choosing among differing weighting schemes, given a 
set of predictors. For example, one might take the Pareto‐optimal solution that maximizes validity as a starting 
point and ask ‘what improvement in the AIR would be achievable if one is willing to accept an X% reduction in 
validity?’ (where Xreflects a judgment about the reduction in validity that a researcher may be willing to accept in 
the interest of an increase in diversity, such as 1%, 5%, or 10%). We emphasize the phrase ‘is willing to accept’ in 
the above sentence: the approach does not specify any particular trade‐off that one should accept. 
The present paper adds one additional feature to this formulation in response to Potosky et al.'s (2005) conclusion 
that supplementing a CA measure with additional predictors commonly produces only a modest reduction in AI. 
To introduce this feature we refer to Figure 2 which adds one piece of information to Figure 1, namely, the level 
of validity and the AIR (i.e., the validity–AIR trade‐off) obtained by using CA alone as a predictor, that trade‐off 
is represented by the diamond shape symbol in the figure. Figure 2 allows us to make our main point, namely, that 
Potosky et al. compare the use of CA alone with only one alternative Pareto‐optimal solution, namely, the 
regression‐weighted composite of the predictors. As Figure 2 shows, use of the regression‐weighted composite of 
CA and the SI (the uppermost point on the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve) results in only a very small change in 
the AIR: from .23 to .27. It also produces an improvement in validity from .51 to .61. 
 
Figure 2. Pareto‐optimal validity–adverse impact ratio trade‐offs achievable using a composite of cognitive ability 
and a structured interview compared with using cognitive ability alone. The bold part of the Pareto‐optimal curve 
summarizes the trade‐offs that dominate the cognitive ability validity and AIR value. 
Although using the regression‐weighted composite has received considerable focus, as it maximizes the increment 
in validity from adding an additional predictor (e.g., Schmitt et al., 1997), we propose that a broader perspective 
on the impact of adding a new predictor on validity and AI reduction is possible by considering not only the 
regression‐weighted composite but other Pareto‐optimal composites as well. It is certainly true that the regression‐
weighted composite is the only viable choice when only the validity potential of adding a non‐cognitive predictor 
to CA is of interest because this composite maximizes validity and views any accompanying increase in the AIR 
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as an incidental benefit. However, several authors (Hoffman & Thornton, 1997; Hough, Oswald, & Ployhart, 
2001; Sackett, Schmitt, Ellingson, & Kabin, 2001) have warned against the one‐sided quest to maximize validity 
as many organizations seek a balance between diversity concerns and performance outcomes. In addition, the 
common argument for the use of additional predictors to supplement CA is that the use of such predictors has the 
potential to both increase validity and reduce AI. If one is investigating additional predictors with the joint goals 
of increasing validity and reducing AI, one might consider a broader range of solutions, which differ in their 
relative emphasis on increasing validity and reducing AI. To this end, the method proposed by De Corte et 
al. (2007) is of particular relevance because it enables selection system developers to find these other Pareto‐
optimal composites. Thus, the bold portion of the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve in Figure 2 identifies all Pareto‐
optimal composites, which increase both validity and the AIR. This figure makes clear that a much greater 
improvement in AIR is achievable, along with an improvement in validity, if one is willing to consider Pareto‐
optimal solutions other than the one that maximizes validity. For example, point number six in the figure 
represents a set of weights applied to the cognitive and interview predictors (i.e., .20 and .80, respectively, 
cf. Table 2), which produces an AIR of .43 (relative to the value of .23 with ability alone) and validity of .55 
(relative to the value of .51 with ability alone). This point reflects accepting a 10% reduction in validity from the 
maximum value of .61 obtained with these two predictors in return for an improvement of the AIR from .23 to 
.43: an 87% improvement. Whether one finds this trade‐off acceptable reflects the relative value one applies to 
validity and to AI reduction. But the central point is that a considerably greater improvement in AIR, 
accompanied by an increase in validity, is possible if one assigns values to validity and AIR other than the 
assignment of 100% weight to validity and 0% to AIR implicitly chosen by Potosky et al. 
Possible reactions to the approach offered here include questions about whether it is permissible to deviate from a 
validity maximization strategy, and whether the Civil Rights Act of 1991 precludes any selection strategy that 
takes AI into account when weighting predictors. Regarding the first issue, there is no general requirement to 
maximize validity; in fact the use of methods that depart from validity maximization is routine. Unit weights are 
often used for administrative ease; score bands (e.g., ‘green–yellow–red’ or ‘pass–fail’) are commonly used to 
simplify decision making; shorter forms of tests are commonly used to reduce costs and testing time. What is 
restricted by the US Civil Rights Act of 1991 is treating scores differently by subgroup. The key point is that our 
approach does not involve such differential treatment. All candidates are treated the same: any decision about the 
predictor weights applies to all of the candidates. The procedure simply includes work force diversity as an 
additional objective to be met by the selection system. Note that the approach does not tell the selection system 
designer what weights should be used. Rather, it provides information as to relative gains and losses in terms of 
validity and AI if differing weights are chosen, and it is a matter of values as to whether a given reduction in 
validity (i.e., 1% or 5%) would be deemed acceptable for a given reduction in AI. 
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3. Application 
3.1. Context and purpose 
This section reports two applications that further illustrate the potential of composite formation to improve 
validity and reduce AI. Both applications start from the meta‐analytic matrix with estimates of the validities, 
effect sizes and intercorrelations of four predictors (i.e., CA, SI, CO and BI) as presented by Potosky et 
al. (2005). Table 1 summarizes these estimates. To determine the AI values, estimates for the proportion of 
majority and minority group applicants are required as well. For reasons of comparability with the Potosky et 
al.study, proportions equal to .881 and .119 are used throughout. 
Above, we graphically examined the effects on validity and AI of forming composites of CA and the interview 
with a selection ratio of .10. To ascertain that our findings generalize over different values for the overall selection 
rate, s, the above analyses were repeated for sequal to .2, …, .9. Table 3 provides a general overview of the AIR 
and validity potential of selected CA and SI composites for these varying levels of the overall selection ratio. For 
each selection ratio the table lists the validity value, v, and the AIR value, a, of (a) the CA predictor, (b) the 
regression‐based composite of CA and SI (i.e., the Pareto‐optimal composite that has 100% maximum validity) 
and (c) the Pareto‐optimal composites that have validity equal to 99%, 97.5%, 95%, 90% and 80% of the 
maximum validity associated with the regression‐based composite. The predictor weights (scaled to unit sum) that 
characterize these Pareto‐optimal composites are indicated as well. Also, to obtain a more intuitive index of the 
effects on diversity of the composite formation, the AIR values are further converted to percent representation of 
selected minority applicants relative to the representation (set to 100%) under selection using only the CA 
predictor. This percent minority representation (PMR) index is, henceforth, denoted as f. Finally, the 
number n (mentioned between brackets for the CA only composite) corresponds to the expected number of 
selected minority applicants when selecting from a pool of 500 applicants, whereas the number i (given between 
brackets for the Pareto‐optimal composites) shows the expected gain in the number of selected minority 
applicants when using the composite instead of the CA only composite. Although our choice of 500 applicants in 
the initial hiring pool may not be typical for many selection applications, note that the expected values of the 
validity coefficient and the AI ratio are not dependent on sample size. We chose a relatively large applicant pool 
because it often happens that the same predictors are used repeatedly over a period of time such that the total 
applicant pool over the different selections may become quite large. Also, for small‐sized selections the 
numbers n and i are less well suited to evaluate the effects on diversity of the composite formation because under 
the present 88–12% representation of the majority–minority group and for realistic selection rates the number of 
minority hires will then remain very small, whatever the AIR of the selection. 
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Table 3. AI potential of CA and SI composites at selected validity levels 
 
Notwithstanding the above restriction, the numbers n and i may, as suggested by a reviewer, provide a more 
down‐to‐earth way of representing the expected increase in minority hires as compared with the PMR 
index f which may somewhat dramatize small improvements in the number of minority hires. Thus, whereas the 
PMR index value associated with using, for example, the 90% maximum validity composite with a selection rate 
of .2 equals 159.9 (thereby suggesting a substantial increase in the expected number of minority hires), actually 
only two additional minority hires are expected when using this composite when selecting from a sample of 500 
applicants that is composed of 88.1% majority and 11.9% minority applicants. In that case, a selection with a .2 
selection rate using the CA only composite is expected to lead to four minority hires (cf. the value of n in the 
second row of this scenario) whereas six minority applicants are expected to be hired when the 90% maximum 
validity composite is used. 
Despite the somewhat sobering figures obtained for the gain in minority hires when selecting from small to 
medium‐sized applicant samples, the results of Table 3 confirm that forming composites of the CA and the SI 
predictor has a noticeable validity improvement and a substantial AI reduction potential relative to using only the 
CA predictor. The results also show that the evaluation of the merits of composite formation when based on only 
the performance of the regression‐based composite can seriously underestimate the potential for AIR 
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improvement. Thus, it is found that accepting, for example, a decrease of 2.5% in the validity potential of the 
Pareto‐optimal composite as compared with the regression‐based composite leads to a substantial increase in the 
PMR value. For example, with a selection rate of .2 it is shown that if, say, 100 minority applicants would be 
selected when using only the CA predictor, then 113.3 minority hires are expected by using the regression‐based 
composite, whereas the 97.5% maximum validity Pareto‐optimal composite is estimated to generate 131.9 
minority hires. Also, over the entire range of selection ratios, the increase in minority hires (compared with the 
hiring under CA selection) when using the 95% maximum validity Pareto‐optimal composite is expected to be at 
least three times as large as the corresponding increase associated with the usage of the regression‐based 
composite. 
In summary, the analysis of the CA and SI composite formation indicates that balanced Pareto‐optimal 
composites, showing decreases of 1–5% from the maximum validity, offer a substantial gain in minority 
representation within the selected applicants as compared with the situation where the regression‐based composite 
is used. We suggest that other Pareto‐optimal composites than the regression‐based composite also merit 
consideration when both validity and AI are of concern. 
3.2. AI and validity potential of general composite formation 
So far, all the findings relate to composites of CA and one particular non‐cognitive predictor, namely, the SI. 
However, previous researchers noted that the improvement potential of composite formation depends on certain 
features of the added, non‐cognitive predictor (e.g., Potosky et al., 2005; Sackett & Ellingson, 1997). Thus, it was 
observed that (all else equal) the validity improvement potential increases for higher validity levels of the non‐
cognitive predictor and for lower levels of correlation between the non‐cognitive and the cognitive predictor. In 
turn, the AI reduction potential increases for lower effect size values of the non‐cognitive predictor and for higher 
levels of correlation between the non‐cognitive and the cognitive predictor. Because these tendencies are also 
implied by the formulae that capture the AI and the validity of predictor composites, it may be expected that the 
present method also shows that the merits of composite formation vary with the level of validity, effect size and 
correlation with CA of the added non‐cognitive predictor. To verify this, we analyzed the potential merits of 
composites formed from CA with either CO or BI as these predictors have a different validity, effect size and CA 
intercorrelation pattern. Also, to provide an overview of the validity and AI potential of more general composites, 
we additionally studied composite formation from CA with each pair of non‐cognitive predictors and from CA 
with all these three predictors. This requires estimates of the intercorrelations between the non‐cognitive 
predictors that are not provided in the Potosky et al. (2005) study. Given that the previous analyses (as well as 
those of Potosky et al.) are all based on corrected values for the predictor effect sizes and validities, only 
corrected estimates of the required intercorrelations can be used, which precluded borrowing the values reported 
by, for example, Bobko, Roth, and Potosky (1999) or Schmitt et al. (1997). A literature search, using among 
others the Web of Science and the PsycINFO databases, converged on the corrected non‐cognitive predictor 
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intercorrelation values reported in Table 1. In particular, we used the value of .26 for the corrected correlation 
between CO and SI as given by Cortina, Goldstein, Payne, Davison, and Gilliland (2000), the value of .31 for the 
BI–CO correlation reported in Ployhart, Weekley, Holtz, and Kemp (2003) for a sample of 2544 applicants, and 
the value of .17 that Dalessio and Silverhart (1994) mention as the corrected estimate for the BI–SI correlation. 
The results of the analyses are reported in Figure 3 and in Table 4. In particular, Figure 3 depicts for a selection 
ratio of .10 the curve of all Pareto‐optimal AI and validity trade‐offs and the subset of dominating Pareto‐optimal 
trade‐offs (cf. the bold part of the Pareto curves where the composite outperforms CA alone) associated with each 
studied composite. From the upper right panel of the figure it can be seen that the AI–validity trade‐off associated 
with the CA predictor is part of the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve when forming composites from CA with the BI 
predictor. As a consequence, it is clear that adding BI does not result in a solution that improves both validity and 
AIR. Also, adding the BI predictor to composites of CA with the other non‐cognitive predictors hardly changes 
the Pareto‐optimal trade‐off curve of the composite. Finally, the visual inspection of the different Pareto‐optimal 
curves suggests that composite formation from CA, SI and CO and from CA, SI, CO and BI offers the best overall 
AIR and validity potential. 
 
Figure 3. Pareto‐optimal validity–adverse 
impact ratio trade‐off curves for a 
selection with selection rate of .10 using 
different composites of cognitive ability 
and one or more non‐cognitive predictors. 
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Table 4. AI potential of different composites at selected validity levels 
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Table 4 summarizes the results of the analyses for the different predictor combinations over a representative set of 
overall selection rates and highlights for each combination the AI and PMR potential of balanced Pareto‐optimal 
composites that show a 100%, 99%, 97.5%, 95%, 90% and 80% validity potential of the regression‐based 
maximum for this combination. The corresponding expected number of selected minority applicants for a 
selection with a total of 500 applicants (CA only composite) and the expected gain in the number of selected 
minority applicants when using the other composites instead of the CA only composite is indicated as well. The 
reported results confirm that adding the BI predictor hardly improves the potential of the resulting composite. 
Also, composite formation from CA, SI and CO seems to offer the best potential, although the difference with 
composite formation from CA and only SI is not really substantial for comparable levels of validity. In addition it 
is again verified that regression‐based composites seriously underestimate the potential of composite formation to 
balance the concerns of validity and AI. Throughout the studied predictor sets, more balanced Pareto‐optimal 
composites offer substantial AI reduction potential at validity levels that are nearly equal to the maximum validity 
of the corresponding regression composite. This is also reflected by the values of both the indices f and n/i, which 
converge on the same pattern of findings. Consider, for example, the 95% validity composite of CA, SI and CO as 
compared with the CA only predictor when both are used with a selection rate of .20. In that case, four minority 
hires are expected when using only CA (i.e., n equals 4 in the .20 selection rate condition of the first row of the 
third subtable of Table 4) whereas two additional minority hires are expected when using the composite (cf. i=+2 
in the fifth row of the same subtable). When looking at the corresponding f values, essentially the same story 
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unfolds as these values (i.e., 100 and 145.7 for the CA only and the 95% validity composite, respectively) indicate 
that the expected hiring rate of the minority applicants when using the composite is 45.7% higher than that 
predicted under CA only selection. This is not an isolated finding because both ways of expressing the expected 
gain in minority hires necessarily converge on the same conclusion for large applicant samples and any difference 
between the two indices reflects in essence only round‐off error which will be larger for smaller applicant groups 
with lower minority representation and lower overall selection rates. 
Above it is noted that the results concerning composites from CA with either two or all three non‐cognitive 
predictors require some caution because they are based on estimates of the corrected correlation between non‐
cognitive predictors that are each derived from a single study. Substituting other, quite different estimates has 
little effect on the previous reported results, however. This is illustrated in Figure 4 which represents the Pareto‐
optimal validity–AIR trade‐off curve for CA, SI and CO as well as for CA, BI, SI, and CO composites as obtained 
when using (a) the in Table 1 reported values for the non‐cognitive predictor intercorrelations (cf. the solid line in 
the plots), (b) substantially lower values for these intercorrelations (i.e., subtracting .15 from the Table 1 values; 
cf. the upper dashed line in the plots) and (c) substantially higher values for the non‐cognitive predictor 
correlations (i.e., adding .15 to the Table 1 values; cf. the lower dashed line in the plots). The figure clearly shows 
that the AI and validity potential of the composites remains essentially the same for quite varying levels of the 
non‐cognitive predictor correlations. The main difference is that lower level values for these correlations lead to a 
slight upward shift of the trade‐off curve whereas the reverse is the case for higher level values of the correlations; 
a finding which merely illustrates the well‐known fact that a set of predictors with lower intercorrelations enables 
better prediction than a similar set of more highly correlated but otherwise equally valid predictors. So, the 
present evidence favors the conclusion that the results reported in Table 4 will remain valid when the presently 
chosen values for the non‐cognitive predictor correlations are replaced by more stable, meta‐analytically derived 
estimates once such estimates become available. 
 
Figure 4. Sensitivity of Pareto‐optimal validity–adverse impact ratio trade‐off curves for varying values of the 
intercorrelation between non‐cognitive predictors. 
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4. Discussion 
Previous research on the AI and validity potential of composite formation focused on the merits of regression‐
based or ad hoc composites. We indicated that the regression‐based composite represents only one element from 
the total set of Pareto‐optimal composites and that it, therefore, provides only limited information on the validity 
and AI reduction potential of composite formation. When both validity and AI are of concern other Pareto‐
optimal composites may provide a better benchmark to decide on the merits of the composite formation. We also 
outlined a method to determine the set of Pareto‐optimal composites and applied the method to a representative 
collection of selection predictors. The application shows that the assessment of the AI and the validity potential of 
composite formation can differ substantially from that arrived at when considering only regression‐based 
composites. Thus, when studying the same predictors, but considering only regression‐based composite 
formation, Potosky et al. (2005) conclude that AI was not greatly reduced by adding non‐cognitive predictors, 
whereas we found the opposite for Pareto‐optimal composites that more evenly balance the concerns of validity 
and AI. 
Our results have the important practical implication that composite formation may often offer an alternative way 
out of the selection quality–AI quandary provided that one is willing to give up validity maximization as the only 
concern. We note that these findings regarding composite formation do not diminish the importance of other 
approaches to the validity–AI trade‐off question, such as banding, adaptation of the presentation format or the 
content of tests, modification of test taker's attitudes and so on. Instead, composite formation may, in combination 
with these alternative approaches provide a still better answer to the vexing selection quality–AI problem than is 
possible by each of the alternatives alone. Also, although using predictor composites will lead to a more costly 
selection process as compared with using only the CA predictor, this higher cost may be more than balanced by 
the higher average quality of the selected applicants because the composites are usually more valid than the CA 
predictor (cf. the composite validities reported in Table 4). Thus, despite the higher selection costs the utility of 
the selection may increase. 
For reasons of clarity, we described the new method to assess the merits of composite formation within a rather 
narrow context, considering only single‐stage selections in which the applicants belong to either the majority or 
the minority population. In addition, we focused only on the validity and the AI reduction potential of the 
composite formation. Although previous research maintains the same scope, the scope will have to be broadened 
(a) when the candidate population is a mixture of majority and several minority groups (Blacks, Asians, 
Hispanics, etc.), (b) in case of multiple hurdle selection (cf. De Corte, Lievens, & Sackett, 2006) or (c) when other 
features than validity and AI, such as cost considerations, are relevant in comparing the potential of single 
predictors vs composite predictors. 
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Obviously, using a more balanced Pareto‐optimal composite will lead to a somewhat different selected workforce 
than the one obtained when using the regression‐based composite. The difference between the selected 
workforces will usually be small, however, as the more balanced composites typically have a high to very high 
correlation with their corresponding regression‐weighted composite (e.g., Bobko et al., 2007). Thus, for the 
presently considered predictors we found that all of the 90% or higher maximum validity composites showed at 
least a .85 correlation with their corresponding regression‐based composite. The correlations between the 
composites (either the regression‐based or another high maximum validity Pareto‐optimal composite) and the CA 
predictor are typically smaller, however. So, although predictor composites are usually more valid than the CA 
predictor alone, using these composites, instead of the CA only predictor may sometimes lead to rather substantial 
changes in the make‐up of the selected workforce. In particular, because composites de‐emphasize the importance 
of CA, they may favor the hiring of candidates that show less ability to learn and/or to solve organizational 
problems. Selection practitioners should attend to such potential and possibly unwanted consequences. This is 
best achieved by being very clear about the actual type of job performance criterion that one intends to maximize 
by means of the selection and using predictor validity and effect size data that are relevant for the intended 
criterion as a basis to explore the potential of composite formation. 
As a final concern it might be observed that our proposal does not dictate a particular composite or subset of 
composites as the generic benchmark to assess the merits of composite formation as is done in the current practice 
where only the regression‐based composite is used. Instead, we proposed that all Pareto‐optimal composites (and 
only those composites) are of potential interest when one is willing to value both validity and AIR and that 
additional considerations must be brought into play to choose any particular element or subset from the set of 
Pareto‐optimal composites. These additional considerations reflect a value statement on the particular kind of 
balance between AI and validity one is aiming at. Our method does not require such value statements but rather 
helps to recognize the implications of these eventual concerns in terms of the still achievable trade‐offs between 
validity and AI. The fact that the application of the method does not depend on a particular choice of the bench‐
mark composites should therefore not be perceived as a concern but rather as strength. 
In summary, researchers who study the potential of composite formation should realize that composites at best 
result in one of many possible Pareto‐optimal trade‐offs between selection quality and AI. Invariably choosing the 
trade‐off that corresponds to the regression‐based composite may often be at variance with the aim pursued by the 
composite formation. Finally, provided that one is willing to consider a balanced treatment of the validity–AI 
concerns, the results indicate that composite formation may offer a substantially better validity and AIR potential 
than hitherto proposed. 
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